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Design sewing with Lebenskleidung
On the 1st of December, just in time for the weekend and the First Advent, we will start with our
Lebenskleidung Sewcember!
You get 10% off your fabric orders - the perfect surprise to replenish your pre-Christmas fabric
supply.
You can get some nice inspirations from our design talents, who supplied us with different fabrics
with the launch of our new collection & who then sewed beautiful pieces in no time at all!

Above left you can see Jannina's casual attempt to present herself and her son in a partner look and we think that worked out great and are a little jealous of this cool dream combination! She
sewed our Nicki Velour in the new color Golden Yellow.
Directly below: Verena's wind-and-weather parka, which we currently could very well use. Leading
actor here is our beautiful Genoa Corduroy in Ocher, which Verena sewed after a cut by Lotte &
Ludwig. More information can be found on her blog!
Katharina von Radiokopf sewed our new Corduroy Sweat in Golden Yellow into a really great
parka. Our cuffs in Rose and a Striped Jersey are also shown!
Our new Corduroy Sweat has another appearance: Katharina von Tag Für Ideen has spotted it in
the color Tulipwood and transformed it directly into a beautiful parka for her daughter. More photos
and the pattern can be found on her blog!
Diana from Sewleo sewed a pretty great hooded dress from our sweatshirt - again! - the current
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season color Golden Yellow!
Tatiana picked our Jersey in Air Marl and sewed a wider cut Betula with wider cuffs - and on top of
that pimped them with iron-on ABC - we think the result is terrific!
Lee, whose image we do not see here, sewed our beautiful, flowing Wool Jersey and made a
classic, timeless shirt with it - the result you can admire on her blog!
We thank you and are happy about the results as always!!
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